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Abstract
In IEEE 802.11 based ad hoc networks, by simply manipulating the back-off timers and/or wait times prior to transmission, malicious nodes can cause a drastically reduced
allocation of bandwidth to well-behaved nodes. This can
result in causing bandwidth starvation and hence, a denial
of service to legitimate nodes. We propose a combination
of deterministic and statistical methods that facilitate detection of such misbehavior. With our approach, each of the
nodes is made aware of the pseudo-random sequences that
dictate the back-off times of all its one-hop neighbors. A
blatant violation of the timer is thus, immediately detected.
In certain cases, a node may be unable to monitor the activities of its neighbor and therefore deterministically ascertain
if the neighbor is misbehaving. To cope with such cases, we
propose a statistical inference method, wherein based on an
auto-regressive moving average (ARMA) of observations of
the system state, a node is able to estimate if its neighbor is
indulging in misbehavior. Simulation results show that with
our methods, it is possible to detect a malicious node with
a probability close to one. Furthermore, the probability of
false alarms is lower than 1%.

1 Introduction
The IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol (or variants thereof) has
been popularly considered for use in ad hoc networks. The
decentralized random access nature of this protocol makes
it especially vulnerable to attacks. Compromised malicious
nodes can violate protocol rules to present operational problems and to cause denial of service to legitimate and wellbehaved nodes in the network1. A compromised malicious
node could launch a subtle attack wherein it would simply
violate the back-off timer specifications of the IEEE 802.11
1 Compromised nodes are previously legitimate participant nodes that
have been taken over by an attacker.

standard. The distributed operational framework of medium
access control and the lack of a centralized arbiter (such as
an access point) makes such timer violations especially hard
to detect. In this paper, we design a framework for detecting
such attacks and identifying the attackers.
A node is deemed to be malicious or simply misbehaving if it does not adhere to the IEEE 802.11 MAC. By using smaller timeouts than that specified in the protocol standard, especially at high loads, a misbehaving node can gain
an unfair advantage by acquiring the wireless channel more
often than its legitimate and well-behaved neighbor nodes.
With IEEE 802.11, each node is expected to choose a backoff interval prior to initiating a transmission. The backoff interval is to be increased as per a specific set of rules
prior to retransmission attempts that are invoked upon failed
transmission attempts2 [1]. A malicious node may choose a
small and/or a constant back-off interval prior to the transmission of a data packet or follow a completely different
retransmission strategy upon experiencing failed transmissions that does not conform to the standard IEEE 802.11
protocol rules. This in turn would prevent media access by
the node’s neighbors. The properties of IEEE 802.11 would
magnify this effect and would result in a denial of service to
these neighbor nodes. The detection of such attacks and the
identification of the misbehaving attackers is thus a critical
problem and is addressed in this paper.
We propose a novel framework that relies on both deterministic and statistical methods to detect medium access
misbehavior resulting from time-out violations. Our detection mechanism discourages, and thereby can be expected to
prevent misbehavior to a significant extent. The key ideas
in our approach include the following: (a) Each node is required to include information with regard to the state of its
random number generator that governs its back-off when
transmitting a RTS (request to send) or CTS (clear to send)
message. (b) Each node uses a statistical inference framework wherein it monitors the transmission patterns of its
2 To

be discussed in detail later.

neighbors and hypothesizes if a particular neighbor is not
adhering to proper back-off semantics.
The statistical estimations are needed since a monitoring
node may at times perceive a system state that is not consistent with the system state of the particular neighbor that it is
monitoring. Here, the system state of a node refers to the offered traffic intensity in its vicinity and the density of nodes
in its local neighborhood. In some cases, a node would be
able to deterministically ascertain if a neighbor is allowed
to count down its back-off timer. However, in certain other
scenarios, a node may not be able to deterministically estimate if and when a neighbor’s back-off timer is frozen due
to the latter being within the interference footprint of a third
party node. We will discuss these issues in detail later.
We develop a simple analytical model that allows each
node to statistically estimate if a neighbor is in compliance
with the back-off rules specified by the IEEE 802.11 standard. We evaluate our framework by means of extensive
simulations wherein we consider more realistic, heterogeneous traffic and channel effects due to pathloss and shadowing. We find that, each node, by monitoring the behavior
of its neighbors over reasonably short periods of time, can
detect if any of these neighbors are in violation of the timers.
Our framework also ensures that the probability of false assessment of misbehavior is extremely small (less than 0.01).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the necessary background for our work
and discuss the related work in brief. In Section 3, we discuss the problems associated with misbehavior detection in
ad hoc networks and deliberate on the need for statistical
methods. The schemes that we propose in order to detect
malicious behavior of nodes in an ad hoc network and the
associated analytical models form Section 4. In Section 5,
we present results from our simulations, and discuss the results in detail. Our final section summarizes our conclusions
and presents our thoughts for future possibilities.

2 Background and Related Work
In this section, we first briefly describe the IEEE 802.11
back-off algorithm since this is key to the development of
the rest of our paper. Next, we provide a description of prior
work on security in ad hoc networks in brief.
The IEEE 802.11 Back-Off Algorithm: As in popular
prior art [2, 4, 6, 13, 14], we assume that the distributed
coordination function (DCF) of the IEEE 802.11 MAC is
used. The DCF is based on carrier sense multiple access
with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) for resolving contention among multiple nodes. The collision avoidance of
CSMA/CA is supported via a random back-off procedure.
We wish to point out here that most of the analytical formulations of the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol (as in [2]) do
not accurately model the hidden terminal or the interfer-

ence range effects. In this paper (as we discuss later) we
construct a simple approximate model that we validate via
simulations.
In IEEE 802.11, time is slotted into units of time-slots
and is used to define the inter-frame-space (IFS) intervals
and to determine the back-off times for contending nodes in
the network. If a node, with a packet to transmit, initially
senses the channel to be busy, it waits until the channel
becomes idle for a Distributed Inter Frame Space (DIFS)
period, and then computes a random back-off time. The
random back-off time is specified by an integer value that
corresponds to a number of time slots. The idle period
after a DIFS period is referred to as the contention window (CW). Initially, the node under discussion computes
a back-off time in the range [0,  ], where   is
the minimum contention window size. When the medium
becomes idle, after an additional DIFS period, nodes decrement their back-off timers until the medium becomes busy
again or until the timer value reaches zero. If the timer has
not reached zero and the medium becomes busy, the node
freezes its timer. This procedure continues until the timer
is finally decremented to zero. Then, the node transmits its
packet. If two or more nodes decrement their timers to zero
at the same time, a collision will occur, and each node will
have to generate a new back-off time that would now lie in
the range [0,2*   ]. In this manner, the back-off time
is selected randomly from the range [0,  *   ] during
the  retransmission attempt. This provides a means of
avoiding repeated collisions when there is congestion.
Related Work: The ad hoc network community has
tried to understand and address issues related to attack resistance in recent times [23, 26]. One of the recent focal areas of research has been on thwarting routing attacks
[7, 8, 10, 14, 21]. In [14], the authors propose the use of
watchdogs to ensure that nodes do not misbehave while forwarding packets of other nodes. In [22], the authors suggest
the AD-MIX protocol to discourage selfishness by nodes in
terms of forwarding data packets. Concealing the true destination of a packet from intermediate nodes encourages data
forwarding; this forces a node to participate or risk dropping
packets that may be destined for the node itself. Zapata and
Asokan demonstrated that, via an advertisement of a route
with a smaller distance metric than the actual distance to
the destination or by means of sending routing updates with
large sequence numbers, a malicious node could invalidate
all routing updates from legitimate nodes [25].
There have been prior studies that examine DoS attacks
at the MAC layer [6]; however, these studies do not propose
any concrete solutions. There has been some work on detecting MAC layer misbehavior in Wireless LANs. In [13],
a scheme in which the access point (AP) selects a random
back-off value for each sender and piggybacks this selection
on to the CTS and ACK packets, is proposed. The mobile

sender has to use the back-off value specified by the trusted
receiver prior to its next transmission. Our work differes
from the work in [13] in the following ways: (i) Our framework solves the problem of misbehavior in the absence of
a trusted centralized AP in ad hoc environments. (ii) We
consider the effect of interference/sensing range (neglected
in all previous work) of a node in analyzing and estimating
the system state (to be discussed).
Raya et al. [17] present a system, which is implemented
at the AP to detect the misbehavior of wireless nodes at the
MAC layer. Traffic traces, collected regularly, are passed
through a certain series of tests to detect greedy access behavior. The method although viable, will introduce large
delays in detecting misbehavior.
Protocols based on game-theoretic techniques [11, 12,
16] have also been designed to provide resilience to misbehavior. Konorski designed a modified back-off algorithm at
the MAC layer that can endure malicious behavior in wireless LANs [11, 12]; in contrast, we consider a generalized
multi-hop ad hoc network. Michiardi et al. [16] model the
nodes in the network as participants in a non-cooperative
game with each node attempting to maximize its own utility.

3 The System Model
In this section, we provide a description of the problem
that we consider and discuss the need for statistical estimates of system state in order to detect back-off timer violations. During the discussion, we also highlight the various
assumptions/approximations that we make and their impact
on our overall framework.
The Problem: The problem that we consider in this paper is the one of detecting the misbehavior (possibly with
malicious intent) of nodes in terms of violating the back-off
timers associated with the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol in
an ad hoc network setting. Misbehaving nodes may choose
a shorter back-off time possibly generated via a distribution
different from that with the IEEE 802.11 MAC or simply
follow a different retransmission strategy. Such misbehavior could also deny legitimate channel access to the other
nodes in the network. The nodes in an ad hoc network cannot rely on a single trusted entity to monitor such misbehavior. Therefore, each of the nodes will have to monitor
its neighbors to detect violations of the access policies.
Using Verifiable Back-off timers: This problem identifies the need for a deterministic/known sequence of back-off
values that each node will have to follow. The existence of
such a globally known sequence will allow the neighbors of
a node to monitor its back-off times and detect misbehavior
in a large number of scenarios. In some scenarios, however,
even with this exchange, it might not be possible for nodes
to deterministically ascertain the misbehavior of a neighbor.

But, dictating such a known sequence of random back-off
values for each node has two additional advantages:




It discourages nodes, now aware of the protocol semantics,
from indulging in such misbehavior.
In scenarios where there is some uncertainty with regard to
whether a node’s neighbor is misbehaving, it is easy for the
node to statistically estimate the probability of the neighbor’s
misbehavior based on observed patterns.

We wish to state here that we do not address the problem
of MAC address spoofing in this paper. Prior work on the
design of certificate authorities for effectively using public
key infrastructure in ad hoc networks [24] are assumed to
sufficiently thwart attempts to spoof MAC addresses.
Making Sense of the Uncertainty in System State: To
diagnose the misbehavior of a neighbor correctly, it is important for the monitoring node to estimate appropriately,
the system state of its neighbors.
For simplicity, we explain the scenario with two neighboring nodes namely S, the sender, and R, the receiver as
shown in Figure 1. Let us assume that R is monitoring S.
A similar example may be easily constructed wherein, as
opposed to being the receiver of information from S, R is
simply a third-party neighbor of S. Although S and R share
a common wireless channel, the system state observed by S
and R might differ. For example, S might sense the channel
to be busy due to interference from nodes within its sensing
range (example from T) while the receiver senses it to be
idle and vice versa3 . So, a run time estimation of the system state would be needed for R to estimate the number of
busy/idle slots observed by S when R itself is either (a) idle
or (b) busy due to a transmission in its sensing range (such
as V). In these situations, the only knowledge that the receiver/monitor can potentially have (if a monitoring process
is in place) is the number of idle (I) / busy (B) slots that it
observes within a chosen observation period of N time slots
(the sample interval). Note that  .
Even though the load experienced by different nodes are
likely to be different, one could still expect that the loads experienced by nodes in the vicinity of each other would be of
the same order (in other words, approximately equivalent).
This is because the interference projections span a fairly
large area (the interference region is a unit disk of radius
550m in typical models used with the IEEE 802.11 MAC
protocol) and hence, nodes that are in the vicinity of each
other, are likely to be in similar interference zones. Thus, in
our framework, a node assumes that the steady state loads
experienced by all the nodes within its two hop radius, are
identical. While this assumption makes the estimate of the
3 Note

that the nodes that are said to be in the transmission range of a
node can decode the information sent by the node. Nodes that are in the
sensing range of the node simply sense the physical medium to be busy
due to the transmission by the node [1].

sender’s system state approximate, it does not require nodes
to exchange load information using which, a better estimate
can be made. Based on the above homogeneity assumption, with the observed values of and ! , the monitor (R)
can approximately estimate the number of idle (Iest ) and
busy (Best ) slots from the sender’s (S’s) perspective using
the following equations:
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where )6*1+1* is the probability that sender (S) senses the
shared channel to be idle, given that the monitor/receiver
(R) senses the channel to be idle and )*,+12 is the probability that the sender (S) senses the shared channel to be idle,
given that the monitor (R) senses it to be busy. The known
factors in the equations are N, I and B whereas ) *,+-* and
) *,+12 are unknown. Essentially, our goal is to compute these
probabilities by taking into account a fairly realistic twohop neighborhood. Note here that this model takes into account the interference effects from within the sensing range
and the effect of hidden terminals. We define certain areas
(89 , 8;: , 8;< , 8>= and 8? ) as shown in Figure 1. These areas represent portions of the sensing range of the nodes of
interest, viz. S and R.
Derivation of ) 2@+1* : Let the number of nodes in region
849 be k and the number of nodes in region 8: be n. From
Figure 1, if the monitor (R) senses the channel to be idle
during a slot, it would mean that no other node that is in
its sensing region is transmitting at the time of sensing. In
other words, no nodes that are in areas 8< or 8= or 8;? are
transmitting at this time. For S to be busy during this slot,
at least one of the n nodes from region 84: should be transmitting. Although more than one node in 8: could be potentially transmitting, the probability of this event would be
negligible, since in most instances, the transmission of one
node would cause the channel to be busy from the perspective of all the other nodes in 8 : . Thus, we assume that only
one node in 8 : is involved in a transmission if A were to
sense the channel to be busy.
Depending on the position of this transmitting node in
8 : , certain nodes in region 8 9 will be precluded from simultaneous transmissions. This is a consequence of the
fact that, for the node to transmit, other nodes in its sensing range should be idle. We make an assumption that with
a transmission in 8;: , all nodes in 89 are precluded from
transmissions and vice versa. This makes our analysis approximate; however, as we shall show later, the results more
or less concur with actual observations (as it pertains to the
desired probability) in simulations. Given this assumption,
and that there is exactly one node from among the nodes in
(89CBD8;: ) transmitting during the slot, the probability that
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Figure 1. A@E and F@E are Sensing & Transmission Range

of X, respectively. U, T, S, R and V are wireless nodes
placed at various positions.
and
represent the area of regions enclosed between their respective left and right arcs. A circle with dotted line represents
the sensing range and a circle with solid line represents the
transmission range.
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the transmitting node is from 8 : is simply 9SQ R : : 4 .
Q one of the
Next, we compute the probability that atQ least
nodes in ( 890BT8;: ) is transmitting. Here, we make a second
approximation by ignoring the effects from transmissions
beyond the area of interest i.e., beyond ( 8 9 BU8 : BU8 < B
8 = BD8 ? ). With this assumption, if V is the traffic intensity
(ratio of the arrival rate to the service rate of MAC layer
packets) observed by the monitoring node, the computed
steady state probability that any chosen node in (8 9 BW8 : )
has an empty queue is simply given by (1-V ) [9]5 . In order to
make the analytical computation tractable, we make a third
assumption i.e., the queues are independent6. With this, the
probability that none of the (n+k) nodes have packets to
transmit is then given by X-Y;7 V[Z n R k . Thus, the probability
that a node in ( 89\B]8: ) transmits is ^[Y_7HX-Y_7`V[Z-a R[bJc . Hence,
the desired probability )2@+-* is the product of the conditional
The transmitting node is in eCK
Z and the
probability )dX

e G B e K)
9 f
B 8 : ) and is thus

There is a node transmitting in (

probability of a node transmitting in ( 8
computed as:
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Derivation of ) *,+12 : The computation of ) *,+12 is similar to the previous computation of ) 2@+-* . This event would
imply that there are no nodes in 84< that are transmitting at
this time. Let there be m nodes in region 84= and j nodes in
region 8;? . Again, from Figure 1, if the monitor (R) senses
the channel to be busy during a particular time slot, it means
4 Note that this is a consequence of the assumption that nodes are uniformly distributed in the area of interest.
5 Note here that the routing artifacts and multi-hop behaviors are already
accounted for, when the monitoring node computes the traffic intensity ( )
online.
6 Our simulations demonstrate that even with this assumption, the computed probability is similar to the real probability.
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that some node that is within its sensing region is transmitting a packet. For S to sense the channel to be idle at this
time, the transmission could only be from a node in region
pq . As in our previous analysis, assuming that only a sinprtsTp;q ) can be transmitting at any given time,
gle node in (
the probability that the transmitting node
of m+j nodes)
p4q is simply rwu v q q . (out
Given that this is
comes from region
u u transmission to occur
the case, it is possible for a potential

p
x
;
p
y
s
in (
). If no transmissions occur in this area, then
S is idle. If a transmission were to occur, in order for S to
sense the channel to be idle, this transmission should occur
p x and not from one of
from one of the k nodes in region
y
p
the n nodes in . Thus, the probability that S would sense
the channel to be idle is computed to be:
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The first term accounts for the case wherein given that a
px s p;y ), the transmitting node betransmission occurs in (

p
x
longs to . The second term accounts for the case wherein
p}x`sUp;y ) are empty and no transmisall of the queues in (
sions occur from among the nodes in this region. Combining the above expressions, we compute ,1 as follows:
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The results of Equations 3, 4 and 5 are used by monitoring
nodes to estimate the number of idle and busy slots perceived to be seen by the sender as specified in Equations 1
and 2. We reiterate that, we find via simulations that in spite
of our simplifying approximations, our estimates are fairly
accurate in predicting the misbehavior of nodes.

4 Our proposed framework
In this section, we describe our proposed framework for
detecting MAC layer timer violations in the ad hoc network.
Overview of the approach: Let us assume that there
is a node being monitored (we call this the tagged node)
and consider a particular monitoring neighbor of the tagged
node. In a nutshell, our framework functions as follows:





The tagged node announces (as per our requirement) the state
of its pseudo-random sequence generator using which, the
monitoring neighbor can determine the sequence of back-off
times to be used by the tagged node.
The monitoring neighbor, in some cases, may not be able
to deterministically determine if the tagged node is using a
legitimate back-off countdown process. In such cases, the



observed back-off times would differ from what the monitoring node computes using the announced pseudo-random
sequence generator state (this computed back-off time is the
expected back-off time).
The monitoring neighbor, then uses a hypothesis test (specifically the Wilcoxon rank sum test) based on its online estimates of the probabilities
and
(described in the
previous section), to determine if the difference between the
observed and expected back-off times is sufficient to deem
the tagged node as a misbehaving node.

0S

6\

Remark: In the proposed framework, one may argue
that a node can examine the back-off timers announced by
its neighboring nodes and may then try to set its back-off
time to be slightly smaller than the announced values to win
the contention phase. However, such an action can be easily
detected since the monitoring node is also monitored by its
neighbors in a similar fashion.
Online estimation of system state: As described in the
previous section, the traffic intensity ( ) experienced by
a monitoring node is computed based on the number of
busy/idle slots observed on the channel. A slot is categorized as busy (idle) if the monitor senses the channel to be
busy (idle) during that particular slot. In effect, we define
the traffic intensity as the fraction of the total number of
busy slots (B) out of the N observed slots. i.e.,     . Note
that this definition is consistent with our previous definition
of  in Section 3. The run-time estimation of the traffic
intensity is provided by a simple mechanism by using an
ARMA filter [3]. In particular, we use the following:

x
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where s is the sample size.
senses the channel to be idle£ (or busy) £ during the ¨ ¤© slot.
 (t) is the ARMA smoothing of the traffic intensity experi-

enced by the monitoring node with a moving average taken
over the last s samples. The parameter  is taken to be .995
as in previous systems that use this method for online estimations [3]. We find that our results are not very sensitive
to the value of  , as long as  is close to 1.
In [3], Bianchi and Tinnirello express the number of
competing terminals as a function of the collision probability encountered on the wireless channel and then, estimate
this number based on run-time measurements. On estimating the number of competing terminals within its vicinity,
a monitoring node can approximate the network density in
its extended neighborhood (transmission/sensing range and
further beyond). Let the transmission range be R and the
number thus computed by a particular monitoring node be
ª\« . Then, the number of nodes in a given area p4¬ is simply
« y°¯ p¬
estimated to be L ®
. Note that this estimation is valid
only if the network has a uniform distribution of nodes.

In non-uniform densities (not considered in this work) one
may require explicit verifiable reports from nodes with regard to their degrees in order to enable monitors compute
the node density that is perceived by a neighbor.
Broadcasting verifiable information with regards to
the Pseudo-random number generator (PRNG): We
make simple modifications to the IEEE 802.11 MAC to
enable the nodes in an ad hoc network discern MAC misbehavior of neighbors. All nodes use a sequence of backoff timers generated by a pseudo-random number generator
(PRNG). The nodes are required to provide their respective MAC addresses as the “seed” to the PRNG. The advantage of making this modification is to make each node in
the network aware (within a certain degree of ambiguity) of
the pseudo-random sequence (PRS) of back-off times to be
obliged by each of its neighbors during their transmissions.
Since the MAC address of each node is unique and each of
the nodes is aware of its one-hop neighbors, the scheme is
simple and viable and does not alter the semantics of the
IEEE 802.11 random back-off algorithm. The scheme does
not require any hardware modifications to disseminate the
PRNG and it is applicable to all CSMA networks. Note
here that it is extremely important to use such a deterministic scheme in the absence of a central arbiter. Without this,
a node has no knowledge with regard to the back-off times
that are to be chosen by its neighbors. Furthermore, this
enforcement will discourage (to a certain extent) the selfish or malicious ad hoc nodes from indulging in back-off
timer violation misbehavior. A consistent deviation from
the protocol by a node will alert the neighbors of the node.
Dissemination of the seed of the PRNG was previously considered with the SEEDEX protocol in [20].
Every RTS packet sent by the sender S will have the
sequence-offset number (SeqOff#) and an attempt number
(Attempt#) included in a new field introduced in the packet.
Figure 2 shows the modified packet structure for the RTS
packet. This modification was done (with reference to the
DCF of the IEEE 802.11 standard) in order to make sure
that the nodes do not cheat in selecting the back-off values
from the dictated PRS. The sequence-offset number (13 bits
long) is to have the sender announce and therefore commit
to the dictated PRS. If the sender, for its first transmission,
publicizes a sequence-offset, it will have to increment the
offset by one for the immediately succeeding transmission.
An attempt to cheat in this regard will be perceived by the
monitoring neighbors since they can confirm the correct sequence of expected times. The sender uses attempt number
(3 bits long) for handling packet retransmissions. It is set to
one after every successful transmission by the sender, and
is incremented by one after every unsuccessful attempt. In
order to verify that the sender does not cheat on this attempt number, a message digest (MD) of the corresponding
DATA packet (to be sent) is computed using a well-known

Octets:
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Figure 2. Modified packet structure for RTS. RA and TA
are the addresses of the recipient and transmitter of RTS
packet respectively. MD is the message digest of the next
DATA packet.

hash function MD5 [18] and is attached as a new field in
the RTS packet. The MD5 algorithm takes as input a message of arbitrary length and produces as output a 128-bit
fingerprint/ message digest of the input. If a malicious node
cheats on the attempt number, it can be discerned by verifying the MD of the DATA packet. During retransmissions,
if the receiver notices a MD (for a particular DATA packet)
match for multiple retransmissions, and the attempt number
does not increase with the successively received transmissions, the sender is deemed to be misbehaving.
Using a statistical test to cope with scenarios of uncertainty: The monitors observe, at regular intervals, the
back-off times used by their neighbors and maintain a short
history of these times. For example, in Figure 1, R can verify to see if its neighbor (S) has backed off for a reasonable amount of time by comparing the relevant deterministic back-off value from the PRS to the estimated back-off
value, which is computed online using the system state.
The monitoring node may have its own traffic to send. At
these times, it is a given that the node’s one hop neighbors
are “not allowed” to decrement their back-off timers. Any
violation of this is easily detectable.
There are times however, where the monitoring node
cannot determine if the node being monitored should or
should not decrement its back-off counter. Sometimes, if
R senses the channel to be busy (idle) and S does not (due
to interference from a third party node such as T or V), or
vice-versa, R cannot know if S has to freeze (decrement)
its back-off timer. During such uncertain periods, where
R is not certain with regard to the state that is experienced
by S, R uses its own system state to statistically estimate
if S would be decrementing/freezing its counters. However, with such statistical estimates, it would be incorrect
to diagnose a neighboring node as malicious just by making a single observation. So, a short history of the monitored back-off values is necessary to hypothesize if or not a
node is misbehaving. Let ‘x’ be a sequential population of
the known/dictated PRS of the back-off times for the node
being monitored (i.e., S) and let ‘y’ be the sequential population of the estimated back-off times based on the obser-

vations made by R. We formulate a hypothesis test using
which R attempts to determine if S is malicious:
Null Hypothesis (H0): S is well-behaved.
Alternate Hypothesis (H1): S is malicious.
The monitoring nodes can set the extent of the difference
that is permissible between x and y after assessing the system state. A test statistic is essential to compare and see if or
not the two populations (x and y) are identical. For hypothesis testing of this type, t-tests are fairly popular [19]. However, the t-tests assume that the chosen samples are from
a Gaussian distribution. If the chosen sample distributions
do not closely resemble the Gaussian distribution, statistical
studies suggest the use of a non-parametric test called the
Wilcoxon rank sum test to examine the significance of the
difference between two samples. This test does not assume
any prior distribution of the sample sets. An assumption
of the rank sum test is that the individual sampling units
are independent; this is valid in our case because each of
the pseudo-random sequential back-off times is a randomly
generated number. We explain the rank sum test in brief; a
complete description may be found in [19].
The Wilcoxon rank sum test: The first step here is to
rank all the data from both populations. Thus, the smallest
value is assigned a rank 1; the second smallest is assigned a
rank 2, and so on. If values are tied, they are first arbitrarily
ordered in rank and are then assigned a new rank that is
equal to the average of their previously assigned ranks. The
ranks for each of the groups are added together (hence the
term rank sum test). The rank sums are then compared by
means of available tables [19]. Depending on the proximity
of the rank sums, the tables yield a significance probability
‘p’ that quantifies the chance that the populations generating
the two samples, x and y, are identical. If p is small, it
suggests that it is unlikely that the null hypothesis is true.

5 Results
In this section, we present simulation results that quantify the performance of our proposed framework. We have
focused on the case of a single malicious node to simplify
the interpretations and understanding of the results7 .
Simulation Model: Simulations are performed using the
event driven network simulator ns2 (version 2.26) [15]. We
extend the simulator with modifications at the MAC layer
(as explained in Section 4) needed for our proposed framework. To take into account long term fading effects present
in real channels [5], we have used the shadowing channel
7 Note however, that our scheme is capable of detecting multiple malicious nodes (for small numbers of such nodes).

model that is represented by the following equation:

±[²0³´¶µ¸·
µ
²0³L´¶µ¹º·N»½¼,¾ ¿]ÀÁwÂ>ÃtÄÅÃÇÆ ÈNÉ µ¹ ÊÌËÍ¼,¾
where d is the distance between the sender and receiver, µ ¹
is a reference distance, ² ³ ´¶µ¸· is the mean received power at
distance d, ² ³ ´¶µ ¹ · is the mean received power at distance µ ¹ ,
random
Ä is the path loss exponent, and ËÎ¼,standard
¾ is a Gaussian
variable with zero mean and Ï
deviation. For
¼,¾ and Ï
free space propagation, we set
m
Ä
¿Ð
¼,¾ ¿TÁ .
We have done experiments with (a) a CBR traffic model
(with varying data rates); a node sends a CBR stream to
an arbitrarily chosen neighbor for a preset period and (b) a
Poisson traffic generation model (with varying rates); each
packet generated by a node is destined for an arbitrarily chosen neighbor. The results from both the cases were found to
be almost identical when the traffic intensities were identical. We expect that our methods will work well even with
more realistic traffic generators. Table 1 summarizes the
parameters used in our simulations. Note that unlike with
our analytical formulations, the traffic load and the contention levels experienced by different nodes can be quite
different over small time-scales with this setup. The simulation results demonstrate that the previously made approximations do not significantly affect the performance of the
approach (low false positives).
For our first set of experiments, the nodes are placed in
a grid topology with 7 rows and 8 columns with 30 sourcedestination pairs where each source randomly chooses any
of its one-hop neighbors as the destination. Results are averaged over 20 simulation runs for the computation of the
probabilities derived in Section 3 and over 10,000 runs for
discerning the misbehavior of a malicious node. For our
second set of experiments, we consider random placements
of nodes. The parameter settings are identical to those in
the previous experiments except that the number of nodes
is increased to 112 to ensure that the network has a high
probability of being strongly connected. To model mobility,
we use the random waypoint model in a 3000 m x 3000 m
rectangular field with 112 nodes; the speed is uniformly distributed between 0-20m/s. We choose a neighbor of the malicious node to monitor its activity. If this neighbor moves
out of range, another neighbor is randomly chosen. Simulations are run for 300 seconds.
To model various levels of misbehavior, we use the parameter the “Percentage of Misbehavior” (PM) as defined
in [13]. By saying that a malicious node has an associated
percentage of misbehavior of m%, we mean that it transmits
a packet after counting down to (100-m)% of the dictated
back-off value generated as per its PRS. Note that larger
values of PM indicate greater misbehavior.
Simulation Measurements: In our experiments, sender
(S) and receiver/monitor (R) are one-hop neighbors placed

8 Experiments were carried out for different higher values of n, k. We
found that these parameters do not play a significant role in the computation of necessary probabilities.
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Figure 3. (a) Probability that S senses the channel to be

busy when R senses it to be idle: Poisson traffic, grid topology. (b) Probability that S senses the channel to be idle
when R senses it to be busy: Poisson traffic, grid topology.
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in the center of the grid so that the computations take into
consideration the interference effects from their two-hop
neighbors. In the first set of experiments, we have deterministically set n=5, k=5, since they are fixed in the grid
topology8. In the second set of experiments, the monitor
estimates n and k (as discussed earlier) for each run.
Analytical computations for ÑÒ@Ó1Ô and Ñ0Ô,Ó1Ò are plotted
versus the variation in traffic intensity in Figure 3(a) and
Figure 3(b), respectively. In these experiments, all the
nodes on the grid were well behaved. The total number
of busy and idle slots sensed by S and R were recorded for
varying levels of traffic intensity. These observations were
made over a sequential series of 50000 time-slots (each
slot is 20Õ s as defined by the IEEE 802.11 MAC) for each
computation instance. From these numbers, the conditional
probabilities Ñ Ò@Ó1Ô and Ñ Ô,Ó1Ò are computed.
In Figure 3(a), with an increase in traffic intensity in
the network, we see that the probability that S senses the
channel to be busy increases. This is due to a higher possibility of transmissions from a node’s neighbors in the network. Irrespective of the state of R, one might expect that
S would sense the channel to be busy for larger proportions
of the time with an increase in traffic intensity. We point
out here that the probability that R senses the channel to be
idle decreases at higher traffic loads. Figure 3(a) also depicts the results of our simulation experiments; we see that
the analytical computations conform to the simulation results thereby demonstrating that the approximations that we
make in the analysis are reasonable.
In Figure 3(b), note that as the traffic intensity increases,
the probability that S senses the channel to be idle decreases
even if R senses the channel to be busy. This is because, the
nodes that are in S’s sensing range (but beyond the sens-
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Table 1. Parameters used in simulations
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Figure 4. (a) Probability that S senses the channel to be

busy when R senses it to be idle: CBR traffic, random topology. (b) Probability that S senses the channel to be idle
when R senses it to be busy: CBR traffic, random topology.

ing range of R) have a higher chance of being involved in
transmissions as the intensity increases. Consequently, a
lower probability is associated with the event that S senses
the channel to be idle. Again, analytical results conform to
observations from simulation results.
We plot the analytical and simulation results for these
probabilities, but with CBR traffic and the random topology,
in Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b). The observations are similar
to those with the grid topology. The previous discussion on
the behavior of the results for the grid topology holds in this
case as well. Next, we measure the following to evaluate our
proposed scheme:

Ö

The probability of correct diagnosis of a misbehaving node:
This is the probability of discerning a truly misbehaving
node using hypothesis testing. For this purpose, S was simulated to behave maliciously while all the other nodes were
well behaved. While it is true that all of S’s neighbors moni-
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Figure 5. Probability of correct diagnosis for varying lev-

els of node misbehavior. (a)-(c): Static grid topology. (d)
With mobility.

×

tor its behavior, for simplicity, we consider a single monitoring node, R.
The probability of misdiagnosis: This is the probability of
wrongly diagnosing a well-behaved node as malicious. For
this purpose, all the nodes, including S, participating in the
simulation scenario were made to behave well.

Our null hypothesis states that S is well behaved. We measure the probability of rejecting this hypothesis, i.e., the
probability of correctly diagnosing S as misbehaving. The
monitoring node observes the behavior of the node being
monitored over a certain number of sampled back-off times.
Figure 5 depicts the probability of correct diagnosis using four different sample sizes (10, 25, 50 and 100) when
the grid topology is used9 . Different loads are considered.
For ease of discussion, we first focus on the case wherein
the load is 0.6. As seen from the graph, it is easier to detect
a malicious node if its PM is higher. Our scheme detects
a node that misbehaves by reducing its computed back-off
time to about 35% of the time (i.e., PM = 65 %) with a
probability that is higher than 0.8, even with a small sample
size of 10. On the other hand, with a larger sample size of
9 The results observed, with the random topology and with either Poisson or CBR traffic, were similar and are therefore omitted.

100 the node can correctly detect a node that misbehaves
by reducing its computed back-off to approximately 75%
of the dictated time (PM = 25 %) with a probability close to
one. With an increase in the sample size, the accuracy improves significantly, but note that, it now takes longer time
to record a bigger history. So, there is a trade-off between
the “quickness” of detection and the accuracy with which
a malicious node is detected. The figure also demonstrates
that our approach is viable even if the load in the network
were to be varied. At low loads, however, it is to be noted
that it takes a longer time to collect the required samples
(as an example, collecting 25 samples at a load of 0.3 takes
longer than it takes to collect a sample at a load of 0.9).
Thus, it takes longer to detect node misbehavior. However,
we wish to point out that misbehavior is less of a concern at
low loads than when the network is being heavily utilized.
It is in this regime that our methods are most effective.
In Figure 5(d), the performance of our scheme in mobile
scenario is shown (with a load of 0.6). Note that timer violations are effectively discovered. However, a large number of
samples (approximately twice the number) are required for
convergence as compared to the case wherein there was no
mobility. This is a consequence of the topological changes
due to mobility. The positions of the nodes no longer accurately conform to a uniform distribution. However, we
wish to point out that our methods, although approximate,
are very effective in achieving their objective.
Inaccurately diagnosing a node as being malicious is referred to as a false alarm or misdiagnosis. To compute the
misdiagnosis probability, we simulated a scenario in which
all the nodes are well behaved. Since the null hypothesis
deems the node S to be well behaved, again, we measure
the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis. In this case,
this is the probability of misdiagnosis. Figure 6(a) depicts
this probability as a function of the sample size when the
grid topology is used. The maximum misdiagnosis probability was found to be a little less than 0.01 when a history
of 10 sample values is maintained and considered. With an
increase in sample size, the accuracy improves considerably
and the misdiagnosis probability further reduces. Note that
misdiagnosis is higher at lower loads; this is due to the fact
that local variations are higher (longer times are needed to
collect samples) in these regimes. However, the probability is still very small. The effectiveness of our methods improve with load and are most effective at high loads wherein
misbehavior is of most consequence. Figure 6(b) depicts
the probability of false alarms, with mobility (with a load
of 0.610). Note that a sample size of 50 is sufficient to maintain this probability below 0.2%.

10 Results with other loads suggest trends that are similar to that with the
static case.
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Figure 6. Probability of misdiagnosis measured over
varying sample sizes. (a) Static grid topology. (b) With
mobility (Load = 0.6).

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we focus on the problem of detecting backoff timer violations with the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol in
ad hoc networks. We propose a framework that is based
on a combination of deterministic and statistical methods
that allow nodes to discern violations of back-off timers
by neighboring nodes. First, the nodes are required to exchange the state of their pseudo-random number generators
with their neighbors. This allows a node to know the sequence of back-off times that are to be used by each of its
neighbors. However, in certain scenarios, due to interference effects, a node may not be able to accurately monitor
the back-off countdown of a neighbor. In order to cope with
this, we use statistical online estimates to compute the expected back-off time. Our online estimation is based on
each node computing an ARMA of observations to assess
the offered traffic intensity and the density of nodes in its
localized neighborhood. We show by means of extensive
simulation studies that our framework can provide accurate
assessments of node misbehavior within short observation
periods with extremely low probabilities of false alarms.
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